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lnquire
and Explore

In The Neglected "R": The Need for a Writing Revolution, the National
Commission on Writing states:

American erlucation will never realize its potential as an engine of
opportunity and economic growth until a writing reuolution puts lan-
guage and communication in their proper place in the classroom.

Writing is how students connect the dots in their knowledge. Although

many models of effective ways to teach writing exist, both the teaching

and practice of writing sre increasingly shortchanged throughout the

school and college years. Writing, always time-consuming for student
and teacher, is today hard-pressed in the American classroom. Of the

three "Rs," writing is cleaily the most neglected. (2003, 3)

The National Commission on Writing rightfully acknowledges that
writing is being shortchanged in many classrooms and recommends that
schools double the amount of student writing across the content areas.

Not a little more writing. Double the amount of writing.
This notion that students should be writing a lot more might have a

better chance of taking hold if teachers were reminded of two major reasons
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Write Like This

writing is valuable. The first reason, which is probably the underlying reason

behind most of the writing done in our schools, is simple: we have students

write because we want to know what they know (and what they don't
know). If I assign a chapter for homework, for example, I want to know
whether my students read it and understood it. When they walk in the door
the next day, I put a key word on the board and have my students take out a

half sheet of paper and explain via writing the significance thalyrorclg!3y1d
rn tne prevrous nlgnrs rE vlng me-%
insight into my students' comprehension. The purpose of this type of
writing is straightforward: tell me what you know.

But there is a second reason students should be doing a lot more

writing, and it is a reason I suspect many teachers have forgotten. \\rhen we

write, we don't simply spit out what we already know O- Ien,_yv;.itftglegls
gs to ideagwe di-drl't know we tr4d. The very act of writing creates new

thinking, as Langer and Applebee found in How Writing Shapes Thinking.

There is clear evidence that activities involuing writing . . . lead to

better learning than activities involving reading and studying only.

Writing ossists leorning. Beyond that, we learned that writing is not
writing is not writing; dffirent kinds of writing activities lead stu-

dents to focus on different kinds of information, to think about that

information in dffirent ways, and in turn to take quantitatively and

qualitatit ely dffirent kinds of knowledge away from their reading

experiences. (1987, 135)

In other words, writing doesn't simply allow us to restate ideas; it leads

the writer to new ideas. Writing is often generative.

Allow me to share an example of how writing generates deeper

thinking. The following is a difficult passage from ]ames Madison's The

Federalist Papers. Read it one time only, and when you finish reading it,
score your level of comprehension from 1 to 10 in the first box (1 = little
or no comprehension; 10 = complete understanding).

As long as the reason of man ,irtiror, Tollible, and he is at liberty to

exercise it, dffirent opinions will be formed. As long as the connection

subsists between his reason and his self-low, his opinions and his pas-

sions will have a reciprocal inJluence on each other; ond the former
will be objects to vthich the latter will attach themselves. The diversity

in the faculties of men, from which the rights of property originate, is

not less an insuperable obstocle to a uniformity of interests. The pro-
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Chapter 5: Inquire and Explore tl7

tection of these faculties is the first object of government. From the pro-
tection of different and unequal faculties of acquiring property, the
possession of different degrees and kinds of property immediately
results; and from the inlluence of these on the sentiments and uiews of
the respective proprietors, ensues a division ofthe society into diJferent
interests and parties.

First Reoding Second Reoding After Wriring

Now that you have read the passage once and scored it, read it a second
time, and score yoq/r comprehension level again in the second box (your
score might stay tl,{e same as your first score, or it might move up or
down). Once you have read the passage twice and scored it twice, take out
a sheet of paper and reflect on the following question: "\Arhat is lames
Madison really talking about in this passage?" Write for five to ten minures.
After writing, reread what you have just written and then give yourself a

third score.

If your score in the third box is higher than your previous scores, you
have discovered that the act of writing has somehow deepened your
level of comprehension. Being asked to commit words to the page gen-
erated new thinking-a level of thinking that is often squandered when
we don't write about our reading. I have done this exercise with hun-
dreds of teachers, and when given time to write about their comprehen-
sion, I would estimate that 75 percent of them scored their
comprehension higher after they spent time writing about their
thinking. Sometimes you have to think before you can think, and
writing is a tool that hetrps you do so. $($39r9=9"y..rJg:_,i-q:gree of focus

ora
ears, and it is this level of focus and commitment that drives the writer
16-ilp",'Iearning. 

--\But as Langer and Applebee noted, not all writing creates equal 
1

thinking. Different kinds of writing activities lead students to focus on dif- i n,,,
ferent kinds of information. If we want our students to develop into I X j

deeper thinkers, we must move them beyond the kind of writing tt ut l, I'N
used to simply check surface-level comprehension and have them to i i
extend their thinking in writing activities that encourage inquiry and t
exploration. Recently, for example, I was dramatically reading To Kitl#
Mockingbird with my students, and I paused at the exact moment when
the jury finds Tom Robinson guilty. This is a yery intense part of the novel,
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and I asked my students, "Wow, what do you think of that?" Hoping for a

deep answer, I was disappointed to find myself confronted by "The Stare,"

that look on their frozen faces that suggested that I had a better chance of

my wife setting me up on a surprise date with Halle Berry than I had of

eliciting a meaningful response from them anytime in the next, oh, thou-

sand years. As it turns out, it wasn't that they were reluctant to answer the

question; the problem was that they hadn't Bl en

their thinking. Recognizing this,

this key passage, they would do a four-minute quick write in their writer's

notebooks. "Write whatever you're thinking at this moment," I said. I then

walked around the rogm to make sure everyone started writing, and when

the four minutes had/expired, I brought their writing to a close. I then ini-

tiated a new conversation, and to my delight, these same students, who

only a few moments before had fixed me with "The Starei'began actively

discussing the literature. It turns out they had simply needed time to think

before they could think, and writing had given them a chance to discover

their thinking.
This experience with my students serves to remind me of a major

writing tenet of my classroom: If I want deeper discussion from students,

I need to provide some time to generate thinking via writing before initi-

ating classroom conversation. Writing primes the thinking pump'
t
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lnquiring and Exploring
Through Writing

As illustrated in the To Kill a Mockingbird example, exploratory writing is

the kind of writing you often do without a specific end in mind. Rather

than proving something you already know, this kind of writing is used as

a vehicle to learn and to think. In exploratory writing, the writer often

wrestles with a question or a problem, which may or may not lead the

writer to research a topic in more depth. Often, one question or topic

leads to another avenue of thinking, which in turn may open up yet

another area of inquiry. Sometimes answers are specifically sought; other

times not.
So how to move our students into exploratory writing? I ease my stu-

dents into this discourse by sharing a humorous essay, "What Women

Really Do in the Bathroom" (see Figure 5.1; a reproducible version is in

Appendix 6).



WHAI WOMEN REALTY DO IN IHE BATHROOM

Throughout the oges, monkind hos been troubled by o multitude of questions. Through perseveronce ond
greot intellectuol curiosity, mony of these questions hove onswers. Long hove they pondered queslions such

os "Why is the sky blue?" "Why is gross green?" "ls the sky folling?" "Whot is the onswer to Life, the

Universe, ond Everything?" ond "Whot is the overoge velocity of on unloden swollow?" Thus for, we hove

been successful in compiling onswers. However, there ore other questions such os "Where do oll the socks

in loundry go?" "Why ore gooses geese but mooses not meese?" ond "Whot would we do without ony
hypotheticol questions?" thot hove yet to be onswered. However, through meditotion, self-inquiry ond
theoreticol logic, one of the unonswered questions hos been onswered. "Whot do women reolly do in lhe

bothroom?"
Now, there ore mony theories thot pertoin to this. Among these is the Girl Scout theory thoi cloims thot

through yeors of intensive Girl Scout troining thot the buddy system hos become port of the femole psyche

ond thot when oround pools of woter, it hos become hobituol to bring o friend. Also, there is the

evolutionory theory. Women hove hod to bring eoch other for protection from snokes ond folling in. Over
thTyeors, it hos become instinctuol thot they must osk or noturolly follow other women to the ploce of
,dstroo. octivities. Else, it moy be o type of system lo provide boredom relief theropy for the long lines to
get into the bothroom where other girls ore doing whotever it is thot they do which couses o sort of
perpetuoting cycle. lt is olso widely occepted thot women bring in other women os foshion/style consultonts

in order to otiempt to olter iheir imoge to defer their in[eriority complexes.
Logic would dictote thot they would inevitobly tolk obout the guys. However, ofter much debote, it hos

been decided thot not only do fhey tolk obout the guy thot they ore there with but the other guys thot they

ore not there with. Upon being chorged with this crime, neorly oll women will undoubtedly deny it. This

does not meon it is not the truth. Jessico Phom, freshmon, upon questioning of the truth of the theories stoled,
"No, no, yes ond no, no. Sometimes . no."

After much onolysis by brilliont minds, it hos been inferred thot port of the molivotion is merely to

oggrovote guys. This hos been widely ogreed upon by the moiority of moles; however, three out of three

femoles surveyed consistently defer ony of our theories ond insist thot they merely like tolking. lt is on consensus

thot they could noi come up with o better excuse ond ore merely ottempting to hide their true motives.

Sou rc e : hffp : / /www. I 2 3 Hel pMe. con /v i ew. o sp? id = I 2 67 45

Figure 5.1 A Humorous Example of Exploratory Writing

Chapter 5: Inquire and Explore tt9

After a first-draft reading, students are asked to identify what the writer
did in each chunk of the essay. This gives them a template, or a road map,

if you will. Here is what the writer does in this essay:

Part 1: The writer (1) introduces the idea that humans have always

been faced with big questions; (2) adds some humorous
questions; and (3) introduces the central (humorous) question

this essay will explore. (Note that I refer to this as "Part l" instead

of calling it "Paragraph 1." Each part may consist of more than a

single paragraph.)

Part 2: The writer shares four different theories that might answer the

central question.

Part 3: The writer adds one more "logical" theory.

Part 4: The writer comes to a conclusion: Women spend a lot of time

in the bathroom simply to aggravate guys.
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After we break down the parts of the essay, I have students brainstorm

some questions they'd like to humorously explore. A sampling:

Why do boys wear buggy pants?

Why do my coaches/parents yell so much?

Why do teachers assign so much homework?

Why is the food at this school so bad?

Why do people watch The Marriage Ref

Why do people listen to Iustin Bieber?

Why do people love vampires so much?

Why is Facebook so popular?

\\fty does my brother/sister 

-?
Why do people listen to Dr. Phil?

Why are commercials louder than the regular programming?

We then begin drafting our introductions, using the mentor text as a

model. As I have stated many times in this book, it is important that my

students see me write, so I go first, thinking aloud as I write. I model my

big question: \A4iy do boys wear such buggy pants? Figure 5.2 is a T-chart

that juxtaposes the original text with my own draft. On the left side is the

introduction of the mentor text; the right side shows how I used the

mentor text to guide my own introduction.
You may notice that I borrowed phrases from the mentor text and used

them verbatim in my model (see bold text for the borrowed

words/phrases). This "approved plagiarism" might bother some teachers,

but I think emulation is a valuable tool when it comes to teaching students

to write. I discuss this issue with my students, making sure that this is a

practice technique we are using in class and that they understand that this

modeling should never be employed in a formal paper without proper

attribution. After I model for them, students begin drafting their own

introductions. To help them find funny questions that they can insert into

their essays, I direct them to InnocentEnglish.com, which has a list of offbeat

questions (http://urt w.innocentenglish.com/funny-dumb-quotes-questions-

sayings/funny-stupid-questions.html). Once the introductions are

drafted, I move on to the next section of the papet, drafting and thinking

out loud. I continue this process through all the sections of the paper.

Admittedly, this humorous "Big Question" assignment is a rather light

way to move writers into inquiry and exploration. In the following sec-

tions, I describe a number of other activities I use to move my students

toward more serious inquiry and exploration.

V
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Chapter 5: Inquire and Explore t2t

"\,Vhy?" Activity
I begin this activity by sharing random statements that I cull from news-
papers and magazines. Students copy the statements and begin exploring
possible reasons behind the statements. I usually have students work indi-
vidually before branching into groups. Here is a statement about traffic
deaths in the united states, followed by one ninth-grade small group's list
of possible reasons for the statistic in the statement:

Trffic deaths in the Llnited States fell 10o/o last year.
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Menior lexl lnlroduclion

Throughout the oges, monkind hos been troubled by
o multitude of questions. Through perseveronce ond
greot intellectuol curiosity, mony of these questions
hove onswers. Long hove they pondered questions
such os "Why is the sky blue?" "Why is gross
green?" "ls the sky folling?" "Whot is the onswer to
Life, the Universe, ond Everything?" ond "Whot is
the overoge velocity of on unloden swqllow?" Thus
for, we hove been successful in compiling onswers.
However, there ore other questions such os "Where
do oll the socks in loundry go?" "Why ore gooses
geese but mooses not meese?" ond "Whot would
we do without ony hypotheticol questions?" thot
hove yet to be onswered. Howevel through
meditofion, self-inquiry ond theoreticol logic, one of
fhe unonswered questions hos been onswered.
"Whot do women reolly do in the bothroom?"

My lmitotion

Throughout humon existence, monkind hos been
koubled by o number of deep questions. fhrough
perseveronce ond greot intellectuol
curiosiry mony of these questions con be
onswered. Long hove they pondered
questions such os "Whot hoppens ofter we die?,,
"How did the eorth originote?" "ls globol worming
going to be the end of the humon roce?" ond ,,ls

there other intelligent life in the universe?" While
greot minds debote these questions, lhere ore
olher questions such os "Why isn't the number
1 I pronounced oneiy one?" "How do they get thot
deer to cross ot thot yellow sign?" ond "Why does
Mike Scioscio, monoger of the Angels, conlinue lo
use Brion Fuentes os his closer?" thot hove yei to be
onswered. However, through meditotion,
self-inquiry ond theoreticol logic, one of the
unonswered questions hos been onswered.
"Why do teenoge boys weor boggy ponts?"

Figure 5.2 The Mentor Text and My Draft
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Here are some other statements and student responses:

Hollywood had its first billion-dollqr January.
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About 100 U.S. golf courses closed last year.
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Although the "\Arhy?" activity is designed as a five-minute sponge, any

of these statements can lead students to further exploration. For example,

students can extend their thinking to find the newest automotive safety

features, or to find out how 3-D films are made, or to find out the cost and

the perks of having membership in local golf clubs.

I'd Like to Know More About . . .

Once a week, my classroom receives a class set of newspapers. Among

other newspaper activities, I have my students note the stories that spark

their curiosity. The students read for twenty minutes, making lists of

things they'd like to know more about. Here is Randy's list after reading

the March 21,2011, edition of the Oronge County Registet
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Rand's i:
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From his list, Randy chooses one item that particularly interests him,
and writes it at the top of his graphic organizer (see Figure 5.3 for his

exploration of what makes Tomahawk cruise missiles work).

Figure 5.j
Randy's Graphic

Organizer
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I ask students to conduct some research on their topic, but before

doing so, I have them explore their thinking by anticipating what they

might find in their upcoming research (this exploration of their own

thinking is done on the left-hand side of the T-chart). Students are then

asked to do some inquiry and write their findings on the right-hand side

of the T-chart.
In addition to the "I'd Like to Know More About . . ." sentence starter,

I have also used the following variations to steer my students into inquiry:

I wonder
Why does

What might happen if
What does reallv mean to me?

Idiom Explorations
Let's test your knowledge of idioms.'v\4rich of the following is an accepted

theory for the origin of the phras e kick the buckeR

A. In 1931, during the construction of the Empire State Building, a

hammer fell, killing a construction worker. As the man lay dying,

he convulsed, and his foot kicked a bucket'

B. While running across a farm, a Greek marathon runner tripped

over a wooden bucket and died.

c. A_nimals were often hung from a beam (then called a bucket)

before being slaughtered. They often kicked the beam when they

were killed.

D. In a fit of anger, a sheriff in Dodge, Kansas, by the name of

Bernard Bucket shot and killed a prisoner who had kicked him.

can you guess the correct answer? According to wordorigins.org, the

correct answer is C:

This evocative phrase meaning to die is of uncertain etymology' The

most likely explanation is that it does not refer to a washing tub or

pail, the sense of bucket that most of us are familiar with. lnstead, it

comes from qnother sense of bucket meaning a yoke or beam from

which something can be hung. The imagery evoked by the phrase is

that of an animal being hung up for slaughter, kicking the beam from

which it is suspended in its death throes. (Wilton 2011)
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My students enjoy the challenge of trying to guess the etymology of
idioms I have selected. I then turn the tables by asking them to select

idioms that intrigue them. I give them the following list of common
idioms, but they can also choose one of their own.

Common ldioms
Break the ice

Throw the book at someone

Make hay while the sun shines

As mad as a hatter
Without rhyme or reason

Make no bones about the matter
Throw in the towel/sponge

Armed to the teeth

Three sheets to the wind
Can't hold a candle to . . .

it's raining cats and dogs

To help students find the etymologies, I point them to the following
Web sites:

http ://ww,w.fun -with-words. com/etymolo gy. html
http ://etymonline. com/index.php?1=m

http ://redgage. com/blo gs/sneaggles/etymolo gy-of-idioms.html

Once students have found the etymologies of their idioms, they write
multiple-choice questions, and I have them trade papers and try to fool
one another.

Where Did Come From?

Once students have explored word origins, it is natural to have them con-

sider the origins of other things:
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Foods

Sports
Books

Movies

Computers/iPads

Animals/species

Fashions

Musical styles

Art styles

Television genres/shows

Video games

Laws
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Types of transportation Drugs

:l*

Political parties

Money

Political movements
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As with the "I'd Like to Know More About . . ." assignment mentioned

earlier in this chapter, I have students follow three steps: (1) They explore

what they already know about the subject before they commence

researching; (2) they research the topics and write about their discoveries;

and (3) they reflect (via writing) on their newfound knowledge.

Burning Questions
As I write this, the 2011 major league baseball season is starting' As a fan

of the Anaheim Angels, I have the following burning questions:

Will the Angels rebound from a bad season?

Witl the Vernon Wells acquisition be a good move?

\A4ro will be the key challengers within the division?

'v\4ro will play third base?

Will their bullpen be stronger this year?

Will Scott Kazmir ever turn it around to become an effective starting

pitcher?

Who will emerge as the starting catcher?

Which Ervin Santana will we see this year? The 2009 or 2010 version?

Will Kendrys Morales bounce back from the broken leg injury of
2010?

Will Howie Kendrick learn how to catch a ground ball?

Will there be better food at the stadium this year?

After I have brainstormed my burning questions, I pick one and reflect

in my writer's notebook, which I share with my students. Students then

brainstorm topics that elicit burning questions and begin to explore their

thinking.
A variation of this idea: Have students brainstorm a list of burning

questions that are specifically related to your school. Here are some of the

questions my students explored:
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Yet another variation of this idea is to have students ask burning ques-

tions that are generated from the literature they are reading. For example,

my students generated the following questions while reading To Kill a

Mockingbird:
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I do not wait until the students have finished the novel to have them

generate their burning questions. Rather, I stop periodically as they are

reading and ask them to consider what burning question might emerge

from that particular day's reading. Though the preceding list was gener-

ated from To Kill a Mockingbird, this strategy of creating burning questions

will work with any piece of literature.

Rumor Has It
At a backyard barbecue, my neighbor Tom told me a horrible story. It
turns out there is an abandoned house in our town where a terrible
crime took place. One night, the single woman who lived there came

home and found her Doberman pinscher lying on the floor gasping for
air. She rushed the dog to the animal hospital, where the vet performed

an emergency tracheotomy. To the horror of all, the dog's throat was
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found to be obstructed by two human fingers. Immediately, the vet called

the police, who rushed out to the woman's house, where they found an

intruder passed out in an upstairs bedroom, missing two of his fingers.

He had lost consciousness from losing too much blood'

when Tom finished telling the story, I suggested that the story was

untrue (I actually made this suggestion using slightly stronger language,

but let's leave it at that). Tom swore it was true and said he knew someone

who knew someone who knew the woman who lived there. I was still

highly dubious, so after leaving the barbecue I did a little research on

urban myths. imagine my delight when I discovered that the story was,

indeed, untrue. Then imagine how reallyhappy I was when I came across

Jan Harold Brunvard's book, which is actually titled, The choking

Doberman and other 'tlrban Legends. Now imagine how much my

neighbor Tom hated receiving that book as a birthday present'

Introducing students to urban myths is an effective way to get them to

inquire and explore. To generate interest, I introduce pairs of statements in

which one of the statements is actually true and the other statement has

proved to be an urban myth. Give it a try. Can you pick the true statement

from each of the following Pairs?

A. Disneyland used to deny admittance to long-haired guests'

B. No one is ever declared dead while on Disney property'

A. A man whose vanity license plate reads "no plate" has received

hundreds of Parking tickets.

B. Sucking on a penny will help someone who has been drinking to

beat a BreathalYzer test

A. A medical school student discovered that the cadaver assigned to

him was actually one of his relatives.

B. A University of Texas student lost both kidneys to organ thieves.

According to Snopes.com (http://wrt'w.snopes.com), a site dedicated to

checking the veracity of urban legends, the true answer in each of the pairs

is A. All of the B answers are urban legends-each researched and proven

to be untrue.
Using Snopes.com, I have my students create pairs of statements on

related topics, where one of the statements is true and the other has proved

to be an urban myth. They then test each other to see if they can guess

which statements are true.
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I finish the unit by having students consider why a specific urban myth

may have taken hold. \r\4rat were the social, economic, and cultural condi-

tions that may have contributed to the popularity of the mlth? For

example, there is some evidence that the choking Doberman myth emerges

in places where crime has spiked, particularly in areas of increased burgla-

ries and violent crimes. In some regions of the country, the perpetrator is

Mexican or African American, giving the story racist overtones.

Ask your students to research the origins of selected myths and have

them reflect on their findings. What I really like about having my students

explore urban myths is that it sharpens their BS detectors. Can you think
of a better lifetime skill for them to acquire?

What the Future Holds
Fahrenheit a5lby Ray Bradbury (1953) is a dystopian novel that predicts

our future world in an unflattering light. To introduce the novel, i have my

students consider what their world will be like in the future. I ask them to

think about the following areas:

sports entertainment crime

pollution technology transportation

food/clothing education hobbies

military goYernment population
drugs/medicine careers/jobs relationships/dating

housing economy/money religion

Each student chooses one area and explores his or her thinking on

what that area might be like in the future. I ask them to come up with
numerous ideas, which they can represent through writing or drawing. If
they choose to explore their thinking via writing, they can write straight

reflections or they can be more creative by writing first-person narratives

or news stories from the future. If they choose to draw, they must draw

several panels.

Once students have reflected, the next step is to have them research

their topics to find predictions from experts in the appropriate fields.

How Does Influence People's Behavior?

I have been to Wisconsin twice in the previous year. The first time I visited,

it was overcast and the temperature was -8 degrees. When I returned many

/
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months later, it was sunny and 7 5 degrees. Though the teachers I met with
were great on both visits, they seemed noticeably happier-a little more

energetic-on the second visit. Standing in front of them, I vaguely

remembered having read something about how the weather influences

mood. \A4ren I arrived home, I explored a bit and found the following
information about seasonal affective disorder:

Seasonal ffictiue disorder (SAD), also known as winter depression or

winter blues, is a mood disorder in which people who hove normol

mental health throughout most of the year experience depressive

symptoms in the winter or, less frequently, in the summer, spring or

autLtmn, repeatedly, year after year. In the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV), SAD is not a unique mood

disorder, but is "a specifier of major depression."

The U.S. Nationol Library of Medicine notes that "some people

experience a serious mood change when the seasons change. They may

sleep too much, have little energy, and may also feel depressed. Though

symptoms can be severe, they usually clear up." . . .

. . . This condition is now recognized as a common disorder, with
its preualence in the U.S. rangingfrom 1.4 percent in Florida to 9.7

percent in New Hampshire. (Wikipedia 2011)

Reading further, I also learned about additional symptoms of SAD,

how the mood disorder is diagnosed, the physiology behind the disorder,

where SAD is most often found, and how it is treated.

Thinking about how the weather affects people prompted me to con-

sider how people might be affected by other factors. I shared the SAD

information with my students and then asked them to consider how they

misht comolete the followins sentence: How does influence
people's behavior? We then brainstormed possible areas they might
explore:

School rules Parenting

Fear Money
Death of a friend/loved one Love

Music Television

Violence in movies

Reading/writing
Drugs/alcohol
Food

Physical/sexual abuse

Peer pressure

Advertising
Good teaching
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students choose their areas of interest and commence exproring. After
a research day or two, my students write up their findings.

That Is Disturbing!
\44rat sets your teeth on edge? For some peopre, it's the scraping of finger-nails on a blackboard, the rubbing of cotton balls together, or the acci-
dental biting into aluminum foil. For others, it is beinglround a television
when charlie sheen is tarking. These are ail bad, of .o,1.r", but the numberone thing that sends me into uncontrolled paralysis is when someone
chews ice. Iust the thought of that sound makes me want to curr up in thefetal position and hunker down until it passes.

I set out to explore why the crunching of ice sends my central nervous
system into panic mode. I began by Googring "\\rhy does crunching icebother me?" and was directed to over two million sites. After an hour offishing around, I arrived at a short answer: no one knows. In my exprorationto find my answer' however, I rearned many things atrout ice chewing.
According to Dr. fames |acobs, a: former assistant crinicar professor ofPeriodontics at the university of pennsyrvania and corumbia university:

Ice actually has the po-tential to be fairry detrimentar to the hearth ofyour teeth. Because sariva is warm and will usuaily melt the ice in your
mouth, nine times out of ten nothing happens. Chetuing anything as
cold and hard as ice can potentiary shock a nerve in a tioth,'however,
and you may end up requiring root can(il therapy. Teeth are not flat,and when we chew and crunch on ice or anything else, the inclined
planes on the tops of the teeth facilitate the chewiri *orior. If a piece
of ice is between your teeth and you bite down at an unusuar angle,
you could potentiaily chip off part of the enamel on a tooth or crack off
a filling. You might also crack, or sprit, the tooth itself. For this reqson,
I certainly recommend that you at oirl chewing ice, especially on a reg-
ular basis. (Iacobs 2008)

Though I didn't discover the specific answer to my question of why ice
chewing renders me apoplectic, the exploration of this disturbing topic led
me to other interesting information. I rearnecl that there are a loiof peopre
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out there who are addicted to chewing ice, and that a compulsion to chew

ice may be either a sign of anemia, a lack of iron, or a vitamin deficiency.
My exploration into why I find ice chewing so disturbing gave me the

idea of brainstorming other things I find disturbing. Here is a brief list:

Living organisms in my drinking water. I once read that there are more
living organisms in one glass of water than there are people who
Iive in my town.

Competitive eating contests. Which is worse? A man once ate seven

quarter-pound salted sticks of butter in five minutes, or that
another competitive eater devoured three pounds, three ounces of
beef tongue in twelve minutes (Major League Eating 20ll)?

Selling snippets of hair on Craigslist.Is it a sign of a recession when
people try to sell their hair?

Homeless people who obviously need help.I visited my daughter in Los

Angeles last weekend and was struck by some of the homeless

people I encountered. I can't decide which one was more
disturbing-the guy who was convinced he was a pirate, or the

guy who pretended to cleanse the people walking by him by
blasting them with an imaginary laser. Can we not find mental
health care for these people?

Reality teleyision. One word: Kardashian.

Overprescribed antibiotics. I have read in a number of places that the
overprescription of antibiotics is causing viruses to mutate and

become stronger. Anyone who has read Richard Preston's The Hot
Zone or The Demon in the Freezer should be very concerned.

Radical weather. It seems of late that we have had an unusual number
of earthquakes, tornados, hurricanes, and floods. Is it climate

change? Or part of a natural weather cycle? Both?

Airline pilots with smqll bladders. I understand that pilots on long
flights have to leave the cockpit to use the restroom in the cabin of
the airplane. What I do not understand is why many of them feel

a need to stand outside the cockpit after they are finished and

shoot the breeze with the flight attendants. Memo to pilots: we are

not all that comfortable with only one pilot in the cockpit. Get

back in there and close the doorl

Once I share the things that disturb me, I hand each student a news-

paper and have them read it to look for stories they find disturbing. Here

is Edith's list after reading the May 7,2010, edition of USA Today:
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Students then choose one particularly disturbing story and use a
graphic organizer to explore their thinking and research. In Figure 5.4, you
will see Edith's T-chart. On the left side are her thoughts on why she finds
radiation in tap water so disturbing. Students do a bit of research on their
disturbing topics and share some new thinking on the right side.
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Edith's Graphic
Organizer on

Things She Finds
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I like this activity on many levels: It requires my students to familiarize

themselves with a newspaper, which in turn builds their background

knowledge about the world. By asking them to extend their newly acquired

knowledge, it also requires them to hone some research skills. Last, these

steps produce a T-chart that can easily be turned into an essay. An outline

of this essay may be as follows:

Part 1: Introduce the disturbing topic. Provide the reader with details

and background information.
Part 2: Discuss why you feel this topic is so disturbing.

Part 3: Share what you found when you further explored this topic.

Part 4: Share some final thoughts on what you found in your

exploration.
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A Closing Thought
In Writing to Read: B,idence for How Writing Can Improve Reading, Steve

Graham and Michael Hebert note this:

If today's youngsters cannot . . . write clearly and effectively about

what they've learned and what they think, then they may never be

able to do justice to their talents and to their potential. (In that regard,

the etymology of the word education, which is "to draw out and draw

forth"-from oneself, for example-is certainly erccative.) Indeed,

young people who do not hove the ability to transform thoughts, expe-

riences, and ideas into written words are in danger of losing touch

with the joy of inquiry, the sense of intellectual curiosity, and the ines-

timable satisfaction of acquiring wisdom that are the touchstones of

humanity. Wat thot means for all of us is thot the essential educative

transmissions that hqve been passed along century after century, gen'

eration after generation, are in danger of fading away, or even falling
silent. (2010,1)

Reading this passage reminds me of these words of Albert Einstein: "It
is a miracle that curiosity survives formal education." The day our students

lose touch with the joy of inquiry and their sense of intellectual curiosity

is the day I want to stop teaching. If we are to develop our students'sense

of curiosity, we must be mindful to carve out time to allow our students to

inquire and explore.


